
The enormous variety of social and economic activities and relationships found 
in traditional peasant society, often within comparatively small geographical 
areas, makes it necessary to construct some kind of classificalory framework 
before it is possible to undertake any meaningful investigation of a sizeable re- 
gion, especially an investigation of a comparative n a t ~ r e . ~  The detail and the 
criteria adopted will depend largely on the depth desired and the objectives 
aimed at, and, as with any classification involving a human element and a time 
dimension, whsatever scheme is chosen can only approxjmate to reality; it must 
be regarded as no more than a tool of in~estigation.~ It is also well to keep in 
mind that, as Gerd Enequist has observed, the geographer 'always has to resign 
himself to the fact that boundaries are in fact boundary zones. In geography a]- 
most all pl~enomena have the distributional characteristics of continuous transi- 
tion. 9 4  

In attempting to map the contrasting economic and social regions of peasant 
society in Scandinavia5 in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (before 
which evidence for the area as a whole is too scanty for any but the most rudi- 
mentary assessment), it is necessary to supersede both national boundaries and 
those of certain traditional divisions within them. While the former have un- 
doubtedly influenced cultural and economic patterns and have in their turn 
often been dictated by these and by geographical factors which have helped to 
determine them, such considerations must not be allowed to determine the 
shapes of zones of a non-political nature. Of the frequently used intranational 
divisions may be cited for Denmark that between Jutland and the islands of the 
kingdom; for Iceland the four "uuarters9 of Sudurland, Vestfirdir, Nordurland 
and Austurland; for Norway the regions of Nord-Norge, Tr~ndelag, VestBan- 
det, S~rlandet and OstPandet; for Sweden the ancient Norrland, Svealand and 
G6taland6; and for Finland the distinction, favoured in particular by ethnolo- 
gists, between east and west (more accurately between south-west and north- 
east with the boundary running from the north Bothnian coast to the mouth of 
the Kemi river on the Gulf of Finland) or 'Nature Finland9 and 'Culture Fin- 
land'.' These may prove to be based to a certain extent on economic, social and 
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cultural differences within them, and, because of their very familiarity, do 
often provide frames of reference which are useful for certain purposes when 
working within national spheres, but they may be as misleading for the histori- 
cal geographer and the social and economic historian as purely administrsative 
divisions. 

A number of attempts have been made to divide the individual Scandinavian 
countries into socio-economic, cultural or demographic zones. The Norwegian 
A.T. Kizer, for example, dassified arable, forest, pastoral and fishing areas of 
his country in the third quarter of the nineteenth century on the basis of the 
principal occupations recorded in census  return^.^ For Finland, Professor 
W.R. Mead has used information about the main sources of parish. income 
gathered by Car1 Christian Bdcber in the early nineteenth century to plot areas 
dependent principally on grain growing, animal husbandry, forestry, fishing 
and textiles, while k v o  Soininen and Pentti Virrmkoski have both divided the 
country into three regions according to socio-economic criteria: the former into 
a western area of field agriculture, an eastern of burn-beat cultivation and a 
northern of cattle-raising, the latter, however, Bumping together Soininen9s 
northern and eastern zones and making of coastal Ostrobothnia a separate zone 
relying on animal husbandry. Soininen has further subdivided his regions into 
twelve smaller ones for the early nineteenth cen tu~y .~  For Sweden, using a mix- 
ture of criteria, Staffan Helmhid has isolated five, U%f Sporrong six and Heage 
Nelson ten divisionas.'Q Finally, the division of Sweden by Gustav S~undbi-irg and 
Nils Wohlin into three demographic zones - an eastern (with a slow rate of 
growth before B860), a western (with a very high rate before 1860) and a north- 
ern (with a high rate continuing into the later nineteenth century) - each asso- 
ciated with a particular social structure, has proved a fruitful frame of reference 
for further research.ll 

Scandinavian scholars have often remarked on similarities between areas of 
their own and neighbouring Nordic countries (those, for example, between the 
plains of SkAneland and the Danish islands and between Finland and certain 
parts of Norway). Professor Helmfrid has gone so far as to suggest a seven-fold 
division of Scandinavia based on forms of settlement and division of land be- 
fore enclosure, while for an earlier period participants in the inter-Scandinavian 
6adeg&rdsprojekt9 have, in selecting regions for special investigation, had to 
adopt a variety of common criteria." Otherwise, however, atempts at a classi- 
fication of the kind here envisaged have rardy strayed outside nationail units, 
and when they have it has been culturo-ethnographic boundaries within the area 
which have received most attention. Such boundaries may well have consider- 
able economic and social significance and be helpful in identifying different 
peasant life-styles, but when based on cultural elements alone (as in the case of 
Sigurd Erixon9s house and farm types) they have to be tested carefully against 
evidence of a different ~iharacter.'~ 

While keeping in mind the warning by Brvar Ebfgren against bvereeologiza- 
tion in explaining cultural adaption and change'", it seems reasonable to begin 
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an investigation o f  possible bases for ~Passification with JuBian Steward's csn- 
cept o f  the 'culture core9 or 'the constellation o f  features which are most closely 
related to subsistance activities and economic a~rangements."~ This is in fact 
close to at Beast some interpretations o f  the increasingliy familiar concept o f  the 
'ecotype', for which there is as yet no universally agreed definition. Eric Wolf 
has used the term to describe 'a system of  energy transfers from environment to 
man' and allowed for only five different types of  chaPtivation Gong-term faB- 
Iswing, sectorial failowing, short-term fallowing, in-field and outfield and per- 
manent (BaydrauBic) cultivation, o f  which the first four are to be found in pre- 
industrial Scandinavia.I6 This has been recently criticized by Sune Akerman for 
its lack o f  refinement and consequently (and most relevantly for the present 
purpose) for allowing only large geographical aaras to be mapped on its basis.17 
Orvar LBfgren9s definition as 'different patterns of  ecological adaption and 
household economy under the same macroeconomic framework9 does on the 
other hand allow for the 'isolation o f  areas which have created fairly uniform 
conditions for the population and economy.918 Mi le  David Gaunt, who ex- 
pands Wolf's definition to embrace "the intensity and rhythm o f  the work Poad 
over the year, the labor force requirements, and the utilisation and recruitment 
of  manpower within the household9, claims that edolypes by Lbfgren9s defini- 
tion are unmappable and takes Akerman to task for attempting to map them, 
but admits the validity of  the attempts made by geographers like Ake Campbell 
and Sven Dahl to map SkAne on the basis o f  much the same sort o f  material as 
he himself uses. l 9  

As far as the peasant20 is concerned, the 'cultme core9 defining his ecotype 
must be based on his relationship to the land3 whether in the form o f  arable, 
meadow, rough pasture or forest, on which he is by definition principally de- 
pendent for his Bive%ihosd. A classification based on such criteria would have at 
one extreme such categories as fisher-peasants, miner-peasants and carter- 
peasants, for whom land was o f  secondary importance as a source o f  income, 
and at the other the "pure9 crop-grower or stock-raiser. On investigation, hsw- 
ever, it soon blcomes apparent that not only were extensive areas made up o f  
either of  these types rare in pre-industrial peasant society but that distinctions 
between such groups as 'carter-peasants' and 'peasant-carters' are often extre- 
mely difficult to draw and that the balance between economic forms, even on a 
microstructural scale, changed with time to an extent which varied from region 
to region and within a region but which might be quite drasticO2' 

Considering first the fundamental division between crop-growers and stock- 
the most important fact to keep in mind is that the vast majority of 

Scandinavian peasants grew grain in some shape or form; only in Iceland and in 
the extreme north and east o f  the mainland were grain-growers wholly absent, 
largely for climatic reasons.23 But the way in which the grain was produced and 
the extent o f  the peasant's dependence on it, both significant determinants o f  
other economic as well as o f  social and cultural arrangements, varied consider- 
ably, and, unfortunately for the clarity o f  identification and classificsaLion o f  
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areas, there was no necessary connection between method of production and 
dependence, which must be examined separately. 

The main grain-producing areas of Scandinavia have probably always lain 
within two broad parallel belts - one stretching from the claylands of southern 
Tavastia, Nyland and south-western Finland (where the grain fields were, how- 
ever, heavily interspersed with forest), through the central lowlands of Sweden 
to the western side of Oslofjord (with a northern extension around Lake Mjasa) 
and the other from the lowlands of southern Halland, south-western Skane and 
easternmost Blekinge through the Danish islands to eastern Jutland. To the 
north of these lay the isolated protected lowlands of the eastern shore of Trond- 
heimsfjord. PBPso standing apart and climatically fi3~0Ured was the area of 
Jaeren to the south of Stavanger, which was able to export grain at the begin- 
ning of the nineteenth century.24 And even the 'belts9 were by no means contini- 
ous. In Sweden, the fertile emergent lowlands adjacent to lakes Malaren and 
HjBjrlmaren were separated from those of central ostergdtland east of Lake VBt- 
tern by the forestland of western Sddermanland and from the rich plains bet- 
ween Wnern and Vattern by the compartively barren 'southern BergsBagen9. 
And the 'valley country9 of Bohuslan, Dalsland and southern Varmland cut off 
VastergdtPand from the Viken lowlands. In Denmark, too readily pictured as an 
open plain, appreciable areas of forest still remained in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, not only in northern Zealand and southern Fyn, but on all 
the islands and in southern and eastern JutBand.25 The areas here identified sha- 
red a relatively high density of population made up of small households, an abi- 
lity to produce in normal years at Beast a sufficiency of cereals for the producer 
and his family, an annual work-pattern characterized by a considerable diminu- 
tion of economic activity in the winter months and, as far as methods of pro- 
duction in the eighteenth century were concerned, were more likely than not to 
base the open field strip system with a fair degree of communal restriction on the 
peasant's initiative and to base the plough. They also generally had a larger per- 
centage of tenanted land and contained most of Scandinavia's large estates.26 

In the interior lakeland plateau of Finland, however, Bay a huge forest area 
which was also in the eighteenth centuryz7 highly dependent on grain production 
but production by means to a large extent of the extensive swidden or burn-beat 
system (svedjebruk in Swedish; kaskivilg'ely in Finnish) which was associated 
with a way of life so different from that of the 'settled' agricultural districts that 
it should be treated apartOz8 The burn-beat system was also introduced as a prin- 
cipal means of grain production by Finnish settlers in parts of southern DaPar- 
na, Vastesbotten, kgermanland, Halsingland, Medelpad, Vastmanland and 
(especially) parts of northern VBrmland and even in some neighbouring parts of 
Norway (especially So l~r )  from the early seventeenth centurySz9 It was used ex- 
tensively in forest areas elsewhere in Sweden (particularly Smiland) and in Nor- 
way (where it was known as brhtebruk) but only as a supplement to field pro- 
duction (usually for the growing of rye) and in the latter country particulary, as 
in Finland also, it declined as the value of timber rosee30 
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Within the main grain-growing areas livestock was maintained largely for the 
purpose of traction and the provision of manure.31 Outside them dependence on 
animals ran through an almost infinite number of gradations, but it seems pos- 
sible to identify four main degrees. Iceland, where dependence on cattle and 
sheep excluded grain production altogether, and the interior of northern Fin- 
land, where reindeer herding was also practised by both Lapps and Finns, re- 
present the most extreme.32 The Faroe Islands and the islands of nothern Nor- 
way, where the peasants' wealth lay to a much greater extent in their sheep than 
in the meagre returns from tiny fields of barley, form a second.33 A rather more 
balanced economy (with the balance depending to a large extent on climatic 
conditions) but still with heavy dependence on hestock and distinctive econo- 
mic and cultural patterns was found in thefdbod areas of n o ~ h e r n  Sweden and 
the 'full9 seter regions of western and central Norway, which, together with the 
lower valleys of the Pi, Kemi and Torne rivers in northern Ostrobothnia consti- 
tute a third.34 Finally, in the non-agrarian areas of southern Sweden, the coastal 
plains of southern Ostrobothnia, the forest and coastland of southern Norway 
and the forest and Jutish heathland of Denmark as well as the island of Fyn, the 
balance is more difficult to determine.35 Such 'mixed' areas were more varied in 
character than the cereal growing, but they tended to favour more scattered 
settlement in single farms or small hamlets with larger households than in the 
agrarian regions and either rotation systems with long periods of fallow or 
(thanks to the plentiful manure available from cattle and sheep) to continuous 
cultivation with the use of spade or srrd rather than the plough.36 

A number of non-agriculturaPpursuits were, however, often as important as 
or even more important as a means of subsistence or source of income than 
grain-growing and /or animal husbandry in many areas, especially in the zones 
of mixed farming. And, as Sune Akerman has suggested, these are particularly 
valuable in refining further the three broad categories just discussed.37 Fishing, 
an occupation with a particularly strong influence on cultural patterns,38 was 
important as a means of subsistence or source of income on the west and south- 
ern coasts of Norway, the western and parts of the southern Baltic coasts of 
Sweden (particularly BohusPiin), the Limfjord region of Denmark, and the 
archipelagoes of south-western Finland and central Ostrobothnia, as well as in 
the rivers of northern Finland (especially the Kemi and Torneap and Sweden, 
where salmon were trapped in large numbers in season.39 Peasants living away 
from the coast might themselves move down to it at the appropriate time of 
year leaving their livestock and fields to be tended by the women and children 
of the family or send servants to help crew the boats in exchange for part of the 
catch; in Iceland large fleets of open boats so crewed moved out from Faxafl6i 
and Breidarfjiirdur every year, although at the beginning of the eighteenth cen- 
tury only 16 % of the island's population claimed to live off both their animals 
and fishing against 69 % from farming alone.40 Hunting of game in the nort- 
hern forests of Sweden (especially HarjedaBen, J2mtland and Medelpad, when- 
ce large quantities of birds were taken to the markets of the central lowlands 
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and Stockholm) and of Finland or of seals off the north Bothnian coasts often 
involved long periods away from the farm, while a similar impact was made by 
work carried out at a distance from the home parish (herr~rbete as practised by 
the inhabitants in particular of Upper Dalarna but also of V56rmland and other 
poor agricultural areas of Sweden as well as osterbotten and south-west Fin- 
land) or of long trading journeys (e.g. from Jamtland and other parts of Norr- 
%and or from Gudbrandsdal, Valdres, Hdlingdal and Wumedal in Norway, 
where certain bygder (like Grytten and Eesja) were given special privileges in 
this connection).* Trading by sea in their own or others' ships from parts of the 
Baltic coast of Sweden, the southern and Bstrobothnian coasts of Finland and 
the coast of Norway between Transberg and Kristiansand also falls under this 
head .42 

Timber from their forest land provided from the seventeenth century the 
main source of income for most of the peasantry of easternmost Norway (Med- 
mark) and of the Power south-eastern slopes of the southern Norwegian high- 
Bands, while forest products were also importmt in a Iarge part of Trrandelag 
and the inner reaches of some of the western fjords.43 In eighteenth century Fin- 
land timber played some part in the economy of farms with easy access to the 
south-eastern coast, and in Satakunta timber-cutting developed into a speziali- 
zed industry. In southern and central Ostrobothnia timber as such was of great- 
est importance near the coast; in the interior the main peasant occupation based 
on the forests was tar-burning, which fitted in well with the annual workrythm 
of the inhabitants. Tar-burning was important also in Saaagland, an area which 
in other ways (e.g. the prevalence of burn-beat cultivation) had parallels in the 
Finnish forestland, and in western Norway.44 In other forest areas, like parts of 
northern Zealand and of SkAne on the edge of the open agrarian country, pea- 
sants would often engage in the coPlection of firewood and bark for sale and in 
the burning of The Batter, as well as carting and other occupations 
connected with mine or bruk if not mining itself, might take up much of a pea- 
sant's time when not tending his fields and cattle in and around mining and 
metd-working areas like Rraros and (until its closure in 1805) Kongsberg in Nor- 
way, Bergslagen in Sweden and western Nyland in Finland as well as in the 
poorer regions bordering on them (such as Upper D a l a r ~ a ) . ~ ~  Carting over 
considerable distances in various produce, as that in goods from the forest in 
Romerike, OstfoPd and along the valley of the Drammen in south-eastern Nor- 
way or in the early nineteenth century from south-eastern Finland to St Peters- 
burg often Bed to complaints from the authorities that agriculture was being 
neglected.47 Handisrafts of various kinds, usually exploiting local resources, 
took the place of or supplemented such occupations, often with a high degree of 
Iocal specialization, in a Jarge part of southern Vastergbbland, Halland, south- 
ern Smgland, south-western SBdermanlamd, Dalarna and parts of southern 
Norrland (especially Angermanland) in Sweden, the heathland of Jutland, 
Vestlandet in Norwaygr, the Faroes and Iceland (in the %ast four of which areas 
knitted hose was an important trading item) and of south-western md central 
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Finland as well as parts of Ostrobothnia, on the coast of which ship-building 
was a highly-developed peasant industry up to the 1860s.48 

Ht would thus seem possible not only to categorize the pre-industrial peasant- 
ry of Scandinavia broadly into field grain-producers, burn-beat cultivators and 
livestock-tenders or mixed farmers according to the main ascent of their econo- 
mic existence, but also to refine these classifications to account for non- 
agricultural pursuits outlined above. In theory it would be possible to nuance 
the schema still further by distinguishing between 'main9 and 'subsidiary' occu- 
pations (e.g. between the "fisher-herder9 and the "herder-fisherman9)* But, as 
has already been suggested, it is in practice exeedingly difficult often to identify 
what was main and what subsidiary even in a small area. And relationships bet- 
ween occupations tended to be fluid over even a comparativelly brief period (a 
subsidiary occupation might grow in importance in the wake of a poor harvest, 
and a decline in fish stocks might Bead to greater attention being paid to far- 
ming), while, as Gerd Enequist has demonstrated h r  the Bower valley of the 
Lulei. in Norrland, they might vary from village to village in a small 
The very definition of the terms h a i n '  and %ubsidiary9 is, in any case, proble- 
matic. Is the criterion to be time spent on the activity or its importance as a 
source of income? It may often be easier to build upa  picture on the basis of the 
latter, as Bdcker did for early nineteenth-century Finland. The former seems on 
the other hand, more relevant to an inavestigation of the peasant's pattern of li- 
fe rather than purely his economic circumstances. 

There might, of course, be more than one non-agricultural occupation of im- 
portance in a region. But this is a Bess serious complication than the possibility 
that the character of a region might change so fundamentally that even the 
boundaries of the three major sub-divisions of agricultural occupations move 
appreciably during the century and a half which is under review. The boundary 
of burn-beat cultivation was, for instance, in many parts of Knland in retreat 
before the advance of field agriculture from at Beast the middle of the eighteenth 
century, while in other parts it was advancing into virgin forest. BSso in Fin- 
land, the tar-burning area shifted northward and north-eastward in Ostroboth- 
nia from the later eighteenth century, while in the early nineteenth century the 
centres of the timber industry moved away from the coast towards the Bakdand 
interior in the south and from the south to north in Os t r~bo thn ia .~~  The deple- 
tion of the forest remaining on the Danish islands created new 'cc8assica19 agrar- 
ian settle~anents,~~ land elevation in Sweden (especially in Upplanad and Osterg~t- 
land) encouraged the conversion of meadow to arable with a consequent decline 
of stock-raisingsz; and the development of a market economy encouraged the 
development of fishing as a full-time occupation in many coastal districts when 
there were good stocks of fish to catch, indeed to a greater degree of specializa- 
tion all round.53 

Nevertheless, the main and (though to a lesser degree) the %ubsidiary9 econo- 
mic occupations were reasonably stable during the period and offer promising 
criteria for distinguishing peasant ecotypes. Differences in other respects might, 
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however, affect quite profoundly the peasant's way of life and are therefore 
worth considering either as providing opportunities for nicer analyses within 
the primary economic zones, or, if found to coincide to an appreciable extent 
with occupational areas, strengthen the usefulness of the Batter. As Steward has, 
however, warned, such %econdary features are determined to a greater extent 
by purely culturo-historical factors9 and %ave great potential variability becau- 
se they are less strongly tied to the core.'j4 They may therefore do no more than 
provide alternative bases for categorization at a less fundamental level and with 
a much briefer temporal validity. 

Forms of settlement and degrees ojshcawd enterprise in arable and meadow, 
forest and stream (described by Wkerman as 'one of the most important variab- 
les in the whole ecoBogicaB drama9) depended on geographical, economic and 
demographic factors, but cultural and Begal (especially inheritance) factors also 
played decisive In Iceland single farms with little or no common land 
were (and have remained) the rule, to which the margby'Iis consisting of two 
farms sharing pasture Band in some areas, are not important exceptions. Single 
farms with only a limited degree of common enterprise with other farms in the 
district (e.g. in pasture and forest alone) were also found on the plains of 
Ostlandet, although in favoured regions here settlement might be extensive 
enough to give the appearance of loosely organized villages, and elsewhere in 
Norway some form of multiple (mcsngbelbe) farm involving a complex pattern 
of communal work, even extending to common ownership of arable, was more 
usual. Dispersed farms were dominant in parts of western and northern Jutland 
and on BomhoPm, and they were frequently found on the southern Swedish 
highlands (e.g. in Bohusl%n, Dalsland and Varmland), in the interior of Norr- 
land and in lakeland Finland. The difficulty in using such a criterion for the 
mapping of ecotypes is that not only was the single farm the exdusive form in 
only very limited areas outside Iceland but that what appears in records as an 
individual farm might well be inhabited by more than one family alsd was liable 
to be divided within a short period of time into a number of smaller farms to 
form sldklbyar in Sweden or mwngbolte tun in Norways as population grew in 
accord with locd inheritance practices. This usually also involved division of 
the attached land, and, in Sweden and Finland at Beast, a form of settlement 
only distinguishable by an expert from hamlets and small villages formed in 
other ways.56 

At the other end of the scale were Barge viPBages of twenty or more farms sub- 
ject to detailed regulation of economic life such as were to be found before en- 
closure in the agrarian areas of the Danish islands and Skine, in V&stergiitland, 
on Gland and in south-west Finla~nd.~' UnfortunatePy there is no significant cor- 
relation between such forms of settlement and primary economic occupation. 
The richer grain-growing districts did tend to encourage village organization 
with a high degree of communal regulation, while the single farm or small farm 
cluster with a Iow level of communal activity is found largely in mixed farming 
zones. But single farms might be common in important grain-growing regions 
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(as in Norway), while mixed farming areas might have large villages (as did the 
Lake Siljan region of Dalarna and the river valleys of Norrland and southern 
Ostrobothnia) or both scattered and village settlement within a restricted com- 
pass.58 As Viggo Hansen has suggested in his study of Vendsyssel in north Jut- 
land, types of settlement are generally much more dependent on geographical 
factors than on economic activities. But other influences may also operate; the 
Parge village of the Siljan region was, for example, partly the outcome of a luc- 
rative handicraft industry and the operation of partible in%neritancees9 

Demands ma& by superiors on fhe labour services availab!e to peasants ap- 
pear to constitute an important element in David Gaunt's definition of an eco- 
type.60 These varied not only in accordance with the prevalence of agrarian esta- 
tes with large demesnes in the vicinity but also with the existence of industrial 
undertakings such as mines and ironworks or centres of administration such as 
castles and royal palaces with claims on farms in the neighbourhood. For a 
number of reasons this particular category of classification, although enndoub- 
tedly an important component of the peasant's life-style, is again, however, of 
rather limited value in delimiting ecoregions. The areas in which labour services 
were made a condition of tenancy were geographically restricted. They tended 
to coincide in Denmark and Sweden with the regibns of intensive agriculture, 
while in Finland only a few manors in the eighteenth century, when the landlord 
was turning already more and more to smallholders (torparrit/torph~re) to pro- 
vide labour, called on tenant farmers for this purpose, and services performed 
for officers9 holdings and for rusthhlkare (wealthier peasants responsible for 
providing cavalry troopers) was limited. In Norway, although in the vicinity of 
certain mines peasants might be compelled to supply charcoal against payment, 
agricultural labour services were confined to a handful of estates. And in Ice- 
land, while other limited labour services might be required of the tenants on 
royal episcopal estates in the eighteenth century, the most irksome demand was 
that made olf tenants in the south-west of the island to provide crews for govern- 
ment fishing boats in the winter months.61 And the factor was considerably less 
stable than any so far considered; in Denmark manors created over a long pe- 
riod of time might well fall into the hands of tenants in the early nineteenth cen- 
tury, and much manorial land also in Finland and western and southern Sweden 
disappeared at this time. Further, from the Bate eighteenth century a larger and 
larger number of such services were commuted for rent in money or kind 
throughout the area.62 

A related factor, of considerable importance for demographic development 
as well as for the composition of a peasant's househoBdYb3 is the avaiiability of 
labour to Bairn and his dependence on assistance from outside his family. At first 
sight this is attractive for our purpose. In Norway from the later seventeenth 
century onwards smaBBholders (husmenn) owing appreciable labour services to 
landlords were largely confined to the agricultural districts in astlandet, 
Opland, southern Telemark and parts of Trwndelag. In the early nineteenth 
century they were most numerous in Bowland Bstlandet, but they outnumbered 
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the peasantry by two to one even in the mixed farming areas in the valleys, and 
were numerous in inner Trondelag? while they were few in Vest Agder, a region 
of small farms, and in Sunnmcrrre, where, as in Vestlandet generally, such as 
there were had more the character of small tenant farmers owing very limited 
labour services to a peasant from whom they were socially and economicaPPy 
not very far removed. Servants with little or no land were, on the other hand, 
common in Romerike, where many were probably engaged in carting, and in 
northern Vestlandet, where many were involved with fishing, but they were as 
rare as husmenn in §aslandet. Generally servants were most numerous in re- 
gions were husmenn were rarest. Where agriculture was important, the accent 
was on husmenn, in fishing areas on Bandless labour, while elsewhere there was 
a rough balance between the two categories. In both agricultural and fishing 
areas there was a high proportion of labour per famer, but in the west of the 
country the labourer was more Bikely to be treated as part of his employer's fa- 
mily than in @ ~ t l a n d e t . ~ ~  

There is an interesting compzison to be made between the situation as descri- 
bed in Norway and that in Finland. In the early years of the nineteenth century 
the field-agriculturaH province of Satakunta had the highest proportion of 
smaltllholders to peasants but was closely foBPowed by the burn-beat area of Sa- 
volax. In the Batter, on the other hand, the torpparit and even the cottagers 
(m&ikifupa~aiset/backskugusitf6%re) below them owned rent in kind rather khan in 
labour to the peasant on whose land they lived. Smallholders were rarest in 
northern Ostrobothnia and the south-east of the country, both of which areas 
had at the same time a high proportion also of labourers, although in the latter, 
as Savolax, they were more Bikely to have lived inn with the peasant's family than 
further west, and a large number were probably employed, as in Romerike, as 
carters .65 

In Sweden the strongest development of sma81ho8ding was in the eastern 
grainproducing regions, where, however, forpare were overtaken in the nine- 
teenth century by labourers (stwtare), while in much of Worrland (where many, 
as in Vestlandet, were in practice small peasants with few or no service obliga- 
tions) living in servants were more prominent. Both groups were thin on the 
ground in Dalarna, which may thus be compared with S~rlandet. In Denmark 
peasants exceeded &usmend nearly everywhere far into the eighteenth century, 
but at the end of the century there were nearly twice as many of the latter as of 
the former in Zealand, where some 60 Yo of peasants had at Beast one skrvant. 
In the early nineteenth century the situation in western Jutland, where smalllhol- 
ders were still outnumbered by peasants proper, appems to have been rather si- 
milar to that in western and northern Norway with little distinction between 
smallholders and peasants, but in the remainder of the country the gulf between 
smallholder and peasant appeas to have been widening even before the reforms 
at the end of the eighteenth century which accelerated the process.66 

In Iceland smallhoBders (hjdIeigubendur) made up a sixth of all types of 
landholder d the beginning of the eighteenth century. They were commonest in 
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the south and sobnlh-west of the island, where a logbili (peasant farm) might 
share its Band with four or five of them and where hjbleigur constituted nearly 
half of all holdings (compared with only 15 % in the north-eastern country of 
Sudurbingeyjars$w. In the early nineteenth century peasants near the western 
and south-western coasts could use the services of the growing number of poor 
fishermen, who at harvest time often became tomPh~smenn, who hired huts 
from them.67 

For a long time the number of servants which a peasant was allowed to em- 
ploy was limited in Sweden and Finland, and the establishment of smallhold- 
ings on peasant land was Begally permitted only after the middle of the eight- 
eenth century. But the extent to which the peasant could use such Babour as he 
had at his disposal both there and in Denmark would depend on the burden of 
Babour services which he owed to his landlord or another authority and on the 
character of his economy, the all-year-round work pattern of areas with a 'mix- 
ed' economy making different demands compared with those of agrarian re- 
gions. h d  while in Norway and most of Finland it can be assumed that the 
majority of labourers and cottagers were employed by peasants after the middle 
of the eighteenth century, in regions with Barge estates (as in most of Denmark 
and central Sweden) an appreciable proportion would be used by the owners of 
these directly .@ More precision on this point muse await further work on house- 
hold composition at a local level. 

By the nineteenth century at least, however, it would seem possible to divide 
Scandinavia into at least three divisions in accordance with such 'labour supply' 
criteria: a) h e a s  where the peasant family relied largely on its own members for 
its labour needs (e.g. on the small farms of Agder and Dalarna) with the exten- 
ded families found in dispersed settlements in eastern Finland and parts of 
Norrland forming a subdivision. Such could be expected to be areas of recent 
settlement and of farms with little arable, although in the Battea a peasant might 
use servants for supplementary occupations like fishing and carting. Areas 
where tenants had heavy Babour services to perform for others for which outside 
help had to be hired might be of a similar character.69 b) h e a s  where labour 
was provided largely by servants living on the farm itself and sharing much acti- 
vity with the family (as in Vestlandet). Amd c) areas where labour was perfor- 
med largely by smallholders having their own plots to tend and united to their 
employers by purely economic ties. 

As with other divisions which have been discussed, however, conditions of Pa- 
bour supply varied even after B800 to such an extent that even when the inform- 
ation which is available has been analysed sufficiently to obtain a clearer picture 
than we possess at present for large parts of Scandinavia, it will be possible to 
draw boundaries for only very limited periods. The striking increase in the num- 
ber of cottagers and 1aboureres without land in the Pater eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries and the rise and decline of the large estate in various areas 
of the region caused very considerable changes in conditionse70 Within areas 
where there were marked social distinctions within the peasantry itself the ac- 
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cessibility of labour also varied very much from farm to farms7' Nevertheless 
the relationship between these changes themselves and criteria which have alrea- 
dy been considered are worth examining closely and the extent to which boun- 
dary zones correspond noted. 

It may seem surprising that no consideration has so far been given to peusant 
land-tenure, correlations between which and the economic conditions of an 
area have been quite frequently noted, freeholding being associated with poorer 
areas of mixed farming.72 Not only, however, was there a considerable change 
in the pattern of land tenure between the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth 
centuries with the general movement throughout Scandinavia in favour of pea- 
sant pr~prietorship,~~ but conditions on which Band was held do not appear to 
have had easily measurable effects on other factors. While in theory freehold 
might bring benefits such as greater confidence in the future, it did not necessa- 
rily create greater material prosperity or even greater social prestige. It was, in 
any case, often so hedged about with restrictions as to deprive it of many of the 
attributes now associated with it; in eighteenth-century Sweden and Finland it 
could be forfeited as a consequense of tax-arrears for three years, and in Wor- 
way was usually subject to odd right, while in Denmark the small proportion of 
legally defined Yreeholders' were for most of the eighteenth century heavily de- 
pendent on the local lord, to whom they were even obliged to provide labour 
services (though at half the rate owed by his tenants). Conditions of tenancy aQ- 
so varied widely; in Denmark and Norway leases were generally for life, in Swe- 
den were often at will and in Iceland were frequently taken up for only one or 
two years. The fact that a peasant might be both freeholder and tenant for dif- 
ferent parcels of land is a further complication which makes comparisons well- 
nigh irmp~ssible.~~The restrictions imposed on peasant movement, such as the 
stavuasbdnd to which most Danish peasants were subjected in the eighteenth cen- 
tury, is equally unlikely to have had such a significance for the way of Bife of the 
vast majority as did many other factors. 

The size ot the average peasant holding and other elements which governed 
his standard of living might appear to be useful in the present context. Even, 
however, were sufficient evidence available,75 it is very difficult in practice to 
balance the value of one peasant's assets against another's in different regions 
and to adjudge one poorer or richer than another. In areas, for instance, where 
animal husbandry, fishing, forestry, transport services or handicrafts were as 
important as or more important than agriculture in the peasant's economy, the 
extent of his cultivated Band and/or its yield would be of less significance than 
in areas relying more heavily on the growing of crops; fishing regions were less 
dependent on the state of the harvest than were those with only grain on which 
to rely, although the spread of the potato in the nineteenth century may have 
helped to restore the balance. In all areas the varying quality of the soil and 
even climatic conditions within quite restricted regions makes any information 
on the extent of holdings in any case of only limited value.76 Tax-assessments 
can provide useful evidence for at least the period immediately after they were 
made, though even then various factors dictate caution in handling them (they 
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were, for example, usually based on whoPe or fractional units of gdscl, hemmkarn 
or mantal which were often, especially before restrictions on partition were re- 
laxed, shared by a varying number of families over a period of time). And they 
were revised only infreq~ently.~~.  Changes in local conditions caused by the 
subdivision of holdings would obviously be much greater in areas of partible in- 
heritance and flourishing non-agricultural pursuits, like Dalarna, the western 
and southern coastal regions of Norway and southern Ostrobothnia, than in, 
for example, the 'cclassicaP9 o&l valleys of southern Norway, where a much 
greater effort was made to retain the family farm intact from one generation to 
another, and the younger brothers and sisters might easily lose peasant status 
altogether .'" 

Another objection is that in a number of regions there was a considerable dif- 
ference in wealth within peasant communities. Athough this was of rather 
greater significance towards the end of the pre-industrial period, when the in- 
crease in population, relaxation of laws against the subdivision of holdings and 
the break-up of Barge estates caused in many areas a division of farms to the Pe- 
vel of cottager holdings and the emergence of very large peasant properties, 
than in the eighteenth century, the Swedish and Finnish rusthdklare responsible 
for providing a trooper for the royal army was from the seventeenth century in 
a social group distinct from his fellow peasants who gather together in rotau to 
provide a single infantryman, and the owner of the major share of the land- 
skyM on a Norwegian freehold farm was in a considerable more advantageous 
position than his partners, who might not even be able to pass on their property 
to their children; it was from similar groups of wealthy peasants that the go- 
vernment chose officials like lensmenn in Norway and from which came the 
peasant represerneatives who sat in the Riksdag or in the provincial assemblies 
established in Denmark after 1830.79 The tendency towards social differentia- 
tion is, on the other hand, more marked in some areas than in others; it was 
held back and even reversed in Denmark in the eighteenth century by the estate 
owners, and in Norway the kakse was a phenomenon especially of Ostlandet 
and Tr~ndelag. And it would be worthwhile to examine this feature on a mac- 
roscopic scale, for, althotagh difkrentiation generally, and especially in the ear- 
ly nineteenth century, appears to have been associated with the wealthier grain- 
growing areas of Scandinavia, this cannot be assumed to be an invariable 

In assessing living standards, weight should also be given to thefrequency of 
nsltural disasfe~4~ in a region; the difficulties faced by the Icelandic peasant li- 
ving in the shadow of Mount Hekla, by the Norwegian peasant dwelling in a 
valley Piable to landslip, by a Danish farmer faced by the threat of sanddrift, or 
by a finnish farmer troubled by frequent summer frosts and the likelihood of 
having to eat bark-bread even in a normal year were appreciably greater than 
those of the inhabitants of the southern Danish islands with their mild climate 
and rich soil, while an apparent prosperity might conceal a heavy load of debt 
to merchant, landlord or bruk such as might crush the victim in years of adver- 
sity which would spare his debt-free neigRboures1 Some assessments of wealth 
and poverty can be attempted within limited regions where sufficient evidence 
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(e.g. in probate records) has survived, and some regions were undoubtedly 
'wealthier9 in crude terms than were others (e.g. Fdbygden than the interior of 
Norrland, Hedmark than any part of Agdee or even in Denmark Fyn, where the 
burdens were appreciably easier to bear even if class divisions may have been 
more marked, than Zealand)." But so many factors would have to be taken into 
consideration that it would be virtually impossible to make any objective asses- 
sement of Scandinavia as a whole over even a Pimited timespan. 

It has thus been necessary to reject altogether a number of criteria which 
might appear at first sight suitable for mapping peasant ecotypes during the 
century and a half under consideration and to emphasize the limitations invol- 
ved in the use of others. These remain, however, a variety of other categories 
which are at lease worthy of further examination. Some of these are based on 
factors inherent in the physical nature of the countyside, some on human Eac- 
tors and some on a combination of the two. They can be used in general with 
rather more confidence for the eighteenth century than for the nineteenth cen- 
tury when resistance to change was rapidly decreasing, even though informa- 
tion is appreciably more plentiful for the later period. h d  they may all be rang- 
ed in terms of stability and durability. Economic bases changed more slowly 
than others to which they were more or less related. Thus, while a predominant- 
By grain-growing area tended to remain so, it might develop in the course of less 
than a hundred years from a community of close-knit villages inhabited by far- 
mers of roughly equal status and wealth working their land in accordance with a 
commonly-agreed annual timetable to one of individual farms of varying size 
each run with little reference to its neighbour. It must at the same time be recog- 
nized, however, that economic conditions affecting the countryside might also 
change markedly even before the transformation associated vith industrialisa- 
tion, especially in regions whose degree of self-sufficiency was low; changing 
market opportunities migth lead a mixed farming area to concentrate more hea- 
vily on either grain-growing or animal husbandry (even though psysicaI features 
and climate usually limited the extent to which this could be done), the techni- 
que of production within the same branch might change in such a way as to af- 
fect significantly the life of the peasant (as with the retreat of burn-beat before 
the spread of field-cultivation in Finland), and (most commonly) subsidiary 
occupations rose and declined.83 

Much inter-disciplinary research remains to be done on the problem for Scan- 
dinavia as a whole before agreement is likely to be reached on a rank-order of 
criteria within and beyond the kulture core9 and on the periods for which they 
are vdid; on the detailed mapping of types based on such criteria and various 
combinations of them; and on models which might help more adequately to 
explain socid and economic structure and the process of change in the prein- 
dustrid countryside, for which Scandinavia, with its wide variety of conditions, 
appears to be a particularly attractive 'laboratory9. NB that has been possible in 
else above has been to suggest some of the difficulties and the opportunities in- 
volved in such work and to propose some ways forward.84 
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4. System of Landholding 

i) Leasehold 
a) Shart lease 
b) Life tenancy 
c)  Copyhold 

ii) Freehold 
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AREAS WITH 
OR COMPLETE 

DO. WITH FAZ'BOD DEPENDENCE 
OR FULL SETER ON LIVESTOCK 
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